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History of the Universe and outome of reent CMB observationsInationary spetral preditions and observationsRemaining viable inationary modelsf (R) gravity and R + R2 inationary modelRelation to BEH ination in salar-tensor gravityConlusions - what is next?



Four epohs of the history of the UniverseH � _aa where a(t) is a sale fator of an isotropihomogeneous spatially at universe (aFriedmann-Lemâitre-Robertson-Walker bakground):ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(dx2 + dy 2 + dz2) :The history of the Universe in one line aording to thepresent paradigm:? �! DS=)FLRWRD=)FLRWMD=)DS �! ?j _Hj << H2=) H = 12t =) H = 23t =) j _Hj << H2p � �� =) p = �=3 =) p � � =) p � ��



Four fundamental osmologial onstantsOne-to-one relation to the four epohs of the history of theUniverse. A fundamental theory outside the standard model ofelementary partiles { "new physis" { beyond eah of theseonstants.I Charateristi amplitude of primordial salar (adiabati)perturbations.�2� = 2:2� 10�9 ; Ps(k) = Z �2�k dkTheory of initial onditions { ination.I Baryon to photon ratio.nbn = 6:01� 10�10 
bh20:0022 � 2:725T(K)�3Theory of baryogenesis.



I Baryon to total non-relativisti matter density.�b�m = 0:167 
b0:05 0:3
mTheory of dark matter.I Energy density of present dark energy.�DE = �DE2 = 6:44� 10�30 
DE0:70 �H070�2 g=m3G 2~�DE7 = 1:25� 10�123 
DE0:70 �H070�2Theory of present dark energy (of a osmologialonstant).



The minimal present standard osmologial model�CDM + (K = 0)+(sale-invariant adiabati perturbations)ontains two more parameters:I H0 { not a onstant, but a present value of H(t);I � � 0:09 { optial width after reombination { aonstant, but not fundamental.4 fundamental osmologial onstants =) no more than 4osmologial "oinidenes", all other "oinidenes" existalready at the level of usual laboratory physis.



Outome of reent CMB observationsThe most important for the history of the early Universe are:1. The primordial spetrum of salar perturbations has beenmeasured and its deviation from the at spetrum ns = 1 inthe �rst order in jns � 1j � N�1 has been disovered:P�(k) = Z �2�(k)k dk; �2� = �2:20+0:05�0:06� 10�9� kk0�ns�1k0 = 0:05Mp�1; ns � 1 = �0:040� 0:007N.B.: The value is obtained under some natural assumptions,the most ritial of them is N� = 3, for N� = 4 many thingshave to be reonsidered.Thus, the �fth fundamental osmologial number isdisovered. However, the theory (some models of ination)an derive it. Atually, it was predited almost 30 years beforethe disovery.



2. Primordial gravitational waves (GW) have not beendisovered in this order , at the level of r � 8jns � 1j � 0:3.Consequene (slightly extrapolated): jnt j � 1� ns , a very atpotential in the Einstein frame.Adding the assumption that the measured part of theprimordial spetrum is not a speial, but a typial part (a kindof "no-sale" hypothesis), greatly restrits the spae of viableinationary models.The ruial question for the whole inationary senario and forfurther experiments: in whih order in jns � 1j may we expetprimordial GW?



Generation of salar and tensor perturbationsduring inationA genuine quantum-gravitational e�et: a partiular ase ofthe e�et of partile-antipartile reation by an externalgravitational �eld. Requires quantization of a spae-timemetri. Similar to eletron-positron reation by an eletri�eld. From the diagrammati point of view: an imaginary partof a one-loop orretion to the propagator of a gravitational�eld from all quantum matter �elds inluding the gravitational�eld itself, too.One spatial Fourier mode / e ikr is onsidered.For sales of astronomial and osmologial interest, the e�etours at the primordial de Sitter (inationary) stage whenk � a(t)H(t) where k � jkj (the �rst Hubble radius rossing).



After that, for a very long period when k � aH until theseond Hubble radius rossing (whih ours rather reently atthe FLRWRD or FLRWMD stages), there exist one mode ofsalar (adiabati, density) perturbations and two modes oftensor perturbations (primordial gravitational waves) for whihmetri perturbations are onstant (in some gauge) andindependent of (unknown) loal mirophysis due to theausality priniple.In this regime in the oordinate representation:ds2 = dt2 � a2(t)(Ælm + hlm)dx ldxm; l ;m = 1; 2; 3hlm = 2�(r)Ælm + 2Xa=1 g (a)(r) e(a)lme l(a)l = 0; g (a);l e l(a)m = 0; e(a)lm e lm(a) = 1



Classial-to-quantum transitionQuantum-to-lassial transition: in fat, metri perturbationshlm are quantum (operators in the Heisenberg representation)and remain quantum up to the present time. But, afteromitting of a very small part, deaying with time, they beomeommuting and, thus, equivalent to lassial (-number)stohasti quantities with the Gaussian statistis (up to smallterms quadrati in �; g).Remaining quantum oherene: deterministi orrelationbetween k and �k modes - shows itself in the appearane ofaousti osillations (primordial osillations in ase of GW).



Spetral preditions of the one-�eld inationarysenario in GRSalar (adiabati) perturbations:P�(k) = H4k4�2 _�2 = GH4k�j _Hjk = 128�G 3V 3k3V 02kwhere the index k means that the quantity is taken at themoment t = tk of the Hubble radius rossing during inationfor eah spatial Fourier mode k = a(tk)H(tk). Through thisrelation, the number of e-folds from the end of ination bakin time N(t) transforms to N(k) = ln kfk wherekf = a(tf )H(tf ), tf denotes the end of ination.The spetral slopens(k)� 1 � d lnP�(k)d ln k = 1�2  2 V 00kVk � 3�V 0kVk�2!



Tensor perturbations - primordial gravitational waves (A.A.Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 50, 844 (1979)):Pg (k) = 16GH2k� ; ng (k) � d lnPg (k)d ln k = � 1�2 �V 0kVk�2The onsisteny relation:r(k) � PgP� = 16j _Hk jH2k = 8jng(k)jTensor perturbations are always suppressed by at least thefator � 8=N(k) ompared to salar ones. For the presentHubble sale, N(kH) = (50� 60).



Potential reonstrution from salar powerspetrumIn the slow-roll approximation:V 3V 02 = CP�(k(t(�))); C = onstChanging variables for � to N(�) and integrating, we get:1V (N) = ��2C Z dNP�(N)�� = Z dNrd lnVdNAn ambiguity in the form of V (�) beause of an integrationonstant in the �rst equation. Information about Pg (k) helpsto remove this ambiguity.



In partiular, if primordial GW are not disovered in the orderns � 1: r � 8jns � 1j � 0:3 ;then �V 0V �2 � jV 00V j; jng j = r8 � jns � 1j; jng jN � 1 :This is possible only if V = V0 + ÆV ; jÆV j � V0 { aplateau-like potential. ThenÆV (N) = �2V 20C Z dNP�(N)�� = Z dNpV0 rd(ÆV (N))dNHere, integration onstants renormalize V0 and shift �. Thus,the unambiguous determination of the form of V (�) withoutknowledge of Pg (k) beomes possible.





Combined results from Plank and otherexperimentsP. A. R. Ade et al., arXiv:1303.5082



Remaining viable modelsI. Disfavoured at 95% and more CL.1. Sale-free (or, the Harrison-Zeldovih) spetrum ns = 1.2. Power-law ination (exponential inaton potential V (�)).3. Power-law V (�) / �n with n � 2.II. Lying between 68% and 95% CL.1. Other monomial potentials.2. New ination (or, the hill-top model withV (�) = V0 � ��44 ).3. Natural ination.



Most favoured modelsModels with ns � 1 = � 2N � �0:04 and r � 8jns � 1j � 0:32.1. R + R2 model (AS, 1980).2. A salar �eld model with V (�) = ��44 at large � and strongnon-minimal oupling to gravity �R�2 with � < 0; j�j � 1,inluding the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) inationary model.Both these models have r = 12N2 = 3(ns � 1)2 � 0:005.3. Minimally oupled GR models with a very at inatonpotential V (�).



Generi family of most favoured models with asale-free power spetrum in GRAssumptions: ns � 1 = � 2N � �0:04 and r � 8jns � 1j for allN = 1� 60.Consequenes:P�(N) / N2; jnt j � jns � 1j; jnt jN � 1; H � onst duringination.Two parametri family:V (�) = V0 (1� exp(����))with ���� 1 but � not very small. For this family:r = 8�2N2



f (R) gravityThe simplest model of modi�ed gravity (= geometrial darkenergy) onsidered as a phenomenologial marosopi theoryin the fully non-linear regime and non-perturbative regime.S = 116�G Z f (R)p�g d4x + Smf (R) = R + F (R); R � R�� :One-loop orretions depending on R only (not on itsderivatives) are assumed to be inluded into f (R). Thenormalization point: at laboratory values of R where thesalaron mass (see below) ms � onst.



Field equations18�G �R�� � 12 Æ��R� = � �T �� (vis) + T �� (DM) + T �� (DE)� ;where G = G0 = onst is the Newton gravitational onstantmeasured in laboratory and the e�etive energy-momentumtensor of DE is8�GT �� (DE) = F 0(R)R���12 F (R)Æ��+�r�r� � Æ��rr�F 0(R) :Beause of the need to desribe DE, de Sitter solutions in theabsene of matter are of speial interest. They are given bythe roots R = RdS of the algebrai equationRf 0(R) = 2f (R) :In the speial ase f (R) / R2, the de Sitter spae-time withany urvature is a solution.



Degrees of freedomI. In quantum language: partile ontent.1. Graviton { spin 2, massless, transverse traeless.2. Salaron { spin 0, massive, mass - R-dependent:m2s (R) = 13f 00(R) in the WKB-regime.II. Equivalently, in lassial language: number of free funtionsof spatial oordinates at an initial Cauhy hypersurfae.Six, instead of four for GR { two additional funtions desribemassive salar waves.Thus, f (R) gravity is a non-perturbative generalization of GR.It is equivalent to salar-tensor gravity with !BD = 0 (iff 00(R) 6= 0).



Bakground FLRW equations in f (R) gravityds2 = dt2 � a2(t) �dx2 + dy 2 + dz2�H � _aa ; R = 6( _H + 2H2)The trae equation (4th order)3a3 ddt �a3df 0(R)dt �� Rf 0(R) + 2f (R) = 8�G (�m � 3pm)The 0-0 equation (3d order)3H df 0(R)dt � 3( _H + H2)f 0(R) + f (R)2 = 8�G�m



Redution to the �rst order equationIn the absene of spatial urvature and �m = 0, it is alwayspossible to redue these equations to a �rst order one usingthe transformation to the Einstein frame and theHamilton-Jaobi-like equation for a minimally oupled salar�eld in a spatially at FLRW metri:23�2 �dHE (�)d� �2 = H2E � �23 V (�)where HE � ddtE ln aE = 1pf 0 �ln a + 12 ln f 0�= 12pf 0  3H + _HH � f6Hf 0!



From a solution HE (�(R)) of this equation, the sale fatora(t) follows in the parametri form:ln a = �12 ln f 0(R)� 34 Z � f 00f 0 �2 HE (R)�dHE (R)dR ��1 dRt = �34 Z � f 00f 0 �2�dHE (R)dR ��1 dRThus, this model is no more ompliated than GR + salar�eld with a potential!



Most favoured inationary models in f (R) gravityThe simplest one (Starobinsky, 1980):f (R) = R + R26M2with small one-loop quantum gravitational orretionsproduing the salaron deay via the e�et ofpartile-antipartile reation by gravitational �eld (so allpresent matter is reated in this way).During ination (H � M): H = M26 (tf � t); j _H j � H2.The only parameter M is �xed by observations { by theprimordial amplitude of adiabati (density) perturbations inthe gravitationally lustered matter omponent:M = 2:9� 10�6MPl (50=N) ;where N � (50� 55), MPl = pG � 1019 GeV.



A partiular (but very spei�!) ase of the (formally)renormalizable fourth order gravityL = R16�G + AR2 + BC����C����A = N2288�2�2� � 4:0� 108� N50�2 � B.Preditions for primordial perturbation spetra:ns = 1� 2N � 0:96r = 12N2 = 3(ns � 1)2 � 0:005.



Generi f (R) inationary model withns(k) = 1� 2N(k) ; r(k) � 10N2(k) � 1� ns hasV (�) = V0 (1� exp(����)) in the Einstein frame.In the Jordan (physial) frame, this means thatf (R) = R26M2 + CR2��p3=2for large R.Less natural, has one more free parameter, annot be usedafter ination, but still possible. The additional (aestheti)assumption that a f (R) model should desribe not onlyination but the whole post-inationary evolution inludingthe GR regime returns us bak to the R + R2 model with thepreferred value of � =p2=3.



Post-inationary evolutionFirst order equation:x = H3=2; y = 12H�1=2 _H ; dt = dx3x2=3ydydx = � M212x1=3y � 1The y -axis orresponds to inetion points _a = �a = 0; ...a 6= 0.A urve reahing the y -axis at the point (0; y0 < 0) ontinuesfrom the point (0;�y0) to the right.Late-time asymptoti:a(t) / t2=3 �1 + 23Mt sinM(t � t1)� ; R � �8M3t sinM(t�t1)< R2 >= 32M29t2 ; 8�G�s;e� = 3 < R2 >8M2 = 43t2 / a�3



Salaron deay and reation of matter
Transition to the FLRWRD stage: ours through the samemehanism whih has been used for generation ofperturbations: reation of partile-antipartile pairs of allquantum matter �elds by fast osillations of R. Tehnially:one-loop quantum orretions from all matter quantum �eldshave to be added to the ation of the R + R2 gravity. In thepartile interpretation: salaron deays into partiles andpartiles with the energy E = M=2.



The most e�etive deay hannel: into minimally oupledsalars with m� M. Then the formula obtained in Ya. B.Zeldovih and A. A. Starobinsky, JETP Lett. 26, 252 (1977)an be used: 1p�g ddt (p�gns) = R2576�The orresponding (partial) deay rate is� = GM324 � 1024 s�1, that leads to the maximal temperatureT � 3� 109 GeV at the beginning of the FLRWRD stage andto N � 53 for the referene sale in the CMB measurements(k=a(t0) = 0:05 Mp�1), see D. S. Gorbunov, A. G. Panin,Phys. Lett. B 700, 157 (2011) and F. Bezrukov, D. Gorbunov,Phys. Lett. B 713, 365 (2012) for more details.



One viable mirophysial model leading to suhform of f (R)A non-minimally oupled salar �eld with a large negativeoupling � (for this hoie of signs, �onf = 16):L = R16�G � �R�22 + 12�;��;� � V (�); � < 0; j�j � 1 :Leads to f 0 > 1.Reent development: the BEH inationary model (F. Bezrukovand M. Shaposhnikov, 2008). In the limit j�j � 1, the BEHsalar tree level potential V (�) = �(�2��20)24 just produesf (R) = 116�G �R + R26M2� with M2 = �=24��2G and�2 = j�jR=� (for this model, j�jG�20 � 1).



SM loop orretions to the tree potential leads to � = �(�),then the same expression for f (R) follows withM2 = �(�(R))24��2G  1 +O�d ln�(�(R))d ln� �2! :.The approximate shift invariane �! �+ ;  = onstpermitting slow-roll ination for a minimally oupled inatonsalar �eld transforms here to the approximate sale(dilatation) invariane�! �; R ! 2R; x� ! x�=; � = 0; ::3for urvatures exeeding that at the end of ination in thephysial (Jordan) frame. Of ourse, this symmetry needs notbe fundamental, i.e. existing in some more mirosopi modelat the level of its ation.



ConlusionsI The �fth fundamental osmologial number has beendisovered, but the theory has been ready to derive andpredit it.I There exists a lass of inationary models havingns � 1 � �0:04 and r � 8jns � 1j � 0:32 whih is mostfavoured by the Plank and other observational data.I This lass inludes the one-parametri pioneer R + R2and BEH inationary models in modi�ed (salar-tensor)gravity, and more general two-parametri modelsinluding a GR model with a very at inaton potential.I Natural extrapolation of existing data, namely thehypothesis that the observed interval of N is not speial,leads to the expetation of a small, but not too smalltensor-to-salar ratio r � 10=N2 � 3(ns � 1)2. Thepreferred value in the most elegant models with one freeparameter is r = 12=N2 = 3(ns � 1)2 � 5� 10�3.



I This value of r is well possible to measure in future. Inpartiular, the PRISM (Polarized Radiation Imaging andSpetrosopy Mission { see the desription inarXiv:1310.1554) planned to reah r � 3� 10�4 at 3� asa large-lass ESA mission. May be redued to amiddle-lass mission sine r � 10�3 seems to be asuÆient auray.What an be ahieved in the ase of positive detetion:1. Disovery of primordial gravitational waves.2. Deisive test of a narrow lass of inationary models.3. Deisive test of the inationary paradigm as a whole.4. Deisive argument for the neessity of quantization ofgravitational waves.
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